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EDITOftiAL: 

"Firat Flying Saucer Conyention" 

YOU ARE PROBABLY WELL aware by now of the World' s First 
Flying Saucer Convention which was held by Flying Saucers In
ternational last August 16th to 18th at the Hollywood Hotel, 
Hollywood, California. It has been agreed that is was a remark
able success with impressive crowds. Best estimates at present 
give the approximate total attendance at 1500. Jeron King Cris
well, one of the speakers , announced that 20o0people had been 
turned away Monday night �the 17th) alone. 

The speakers included: Dr. Hardin D. Walsh (Dean of Scien
tology, Sequoia University), Orfeo Angelucci (author: "saucers 
First Contact Revealed"), Dr. Jeron King Criswell (s�dicated 
iolumnist: "Criswell Predicts"), Arthur Louis Joouel II (author: 

The Challen§e of Space"), Silas Newton (geo-physicist; included 
in the book Behind the Fliing Saucers"), Frank Scull y (author: 
"Behind the Flying Saucers ), Truman Bethurum (author: "I Was 
Inside a Flying Saucer" - "SAUCERS" Vol. I, No. 2), George w. 
Van Tasseh {author: "I Rode a Flying Saucer"), and George Adamski 
(authot;: ' Pioneers of Space, " co-author: "Flying Saucers Have 
Landed ), and many more speakers too numerous to mention. 

A WONDERFUL ART EXHIBIT was displayed by Mel Hunter, 
noted science-fiction artist with �y magazine covers to his 
credit. Much of his time was spent in the companl of Wendayne 
and Forrest J. Ackerman (affectionately known as Mr. & Mrs. 
Science-Fiction"). 

People came from as far away as London to attend the con
vention. The famous Hollywood Hotel claims this convention 
broke all previous records. Letters were on display from these 
personages in regard to the convention: The Vice-President of 
the United States, The Secretary of Defense, The mayor of Los 
Angelestand the following news commentators: Frank Edwards, 
Lowell �homas, and Walter Winchell, among others. 

AT THE LAST MEETING (the night of August 18th) of the 
convention a voice vote was taken to petition the government 
to release all information on the so-called flying saucers which 
would not be detrimental to national security. A telegram was 
sent to President Eisenhower and the following letter was re
ceived in reply: 

(August 31, 1953) 
"Your recent inquiry to The President of the 

United States has been referred to the Department 
of the Air Force for reply. 

"I am sending you a report so that you will 
have a full picture of our activities in this 
matter to date. 

"JOE W. KELLY 
�rigadier General, USAF 
Director, Legislative Liaison" 
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EDITORIAL (Cont. ) 

ALL IN ALL THE CONVENTION went fine and we wish to thank 
the many friends who were kind enough to speak and participate 
at these meetings. We are sorry we cannot list all of their names 
here. We wish also to give special thanks to Andrew Anderson the 
convention' s very capable moderator; and to Orfeo Angelucci and 
Jeron King Criswell for acting as moderators. 

SUMMARY OF LECTURE GIVEN AT CONVENTION* 

By FRANK SCULLY 

I WISH I COULD SAY it gives me great-pleasure to look upon 
your smiling faces but in all truth I can't say this because 
speaking �ives me very little pleasure and besides I am here for 
a grim and moral purpose: To tell you what progress has been made 
in sol1ing the mystery of strange objects in our skies since I 
wrote Behind the Flying Saucers" in 1950. 

Previous speakers have eaid that in various translations, 
syndications,and such this book has been read by 10 million people. 
Frankly that s the way authors should be appreciated. They say 
children should be seen and not heard, but authors should be neithel 
seen nor heard; they should be read. Obviously if people get it 
through their ears they are not l ikely to read. Ir the author is 
good on his feet, that ;atisfies them. If he can't think ve� well 
on his feet, they say, That dope, how could he write a book? 

BUT AT LEAST I CAN bring a measure of comfort to those who 
shared our views in 1950 and doubted that the Pentagonians were 
telling all they knew. At that time the Pentagoniap party l ine 
classified all believers in flying saucers as victims of mass hal
lucinations, observers of natural objects which they mistook for 
flying saucers, or perpetrators of hoaxes. 

But today the Air Force has retreated considerable from that 
high and lofty position. They admit now they made a terrible 
blunder of their public relations job when they first scoffed at 
what was advanced in "Behind the Flying Saucers." They admit now, 
unofficially at least, that the objects are interplanetary and 
that their radarscopes have shown them things which presumably 
they never knew until now. 

When I finished the first phase or my research in this vast 
and mysterious subject I said they were stuck with 34 sightings 
which they could not explain away. Today they have more than 3000 
sightings in their files and admit they cannot laugh orr 25% of 
the�. That would come to about 750 elghtings they are stuck with. 

I asked their spokesman if this 25% composed chiefly the 
reports of their own pilots, technical advisors and such? The 
spokesman admitted they were. 

SO THIS REPRESENTS A TREMENDOUS gain for our side in the 
Saucerian-Pentagonian oontroversy and the end is by no means in 
sight yet. (Cont.) 

* Sunday night, August 16th, 1953, Hollywood Hotel. 
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SUMMARY OF CONVENTION LECTURE 

I have been gathering new and additional data for three years and 
don't intend to rush out with a new book merely to satisfy a de
mand. It may take another year to check down this data and make 
it absolutely foolproof. As it looks now it will fortify the mag
netic theory of their propulsion beyond a shadow of doubt. And 
if readers thought "Behind the Flying Saucers" amazing they will 
think the successor astounding. 

In conclusion (beautiful words) I want to thank you for 
inviting me to participate 1n this first convention and I wish 
you every success 1n our common researches. 

MY OPINIONS ON FLYING SAUCERS 

By Rev. LOUIS A. GARDNER 

WE HAVE OFTEN HEARD WORLD leaders, statesmen, politicians, 
writers, journalists and television and radio commentators refer 
to Joseph Stalin, of the Soviet Union, as an "enigma inside a 
riddle wrapped up 1n a mystery" because of his mysterious nature 
and past finding out. This description is certainly applicable to 
the mystery surrounding the "Flying Saucers " that have been seen 
by scores of comuetent observers 1n mass flight 1n the skies over 
Mexico and the length and breadth of the U.S.A. since 1947. 

While 1n the United States Navy stationed in Japan, under 
the command of General MacArthur, I saw first hand what the Model 
'T' A-bomb did to the city of Naggasaki, Japan. I made up my 
mind then and there that anything the human brain was capable of 
thinking up is possible. 

I now believe flying saucers are more than a remote pos
sibility and could conceivably come from outer space, that is, 
other worlds such as Mars or Venus, which along with the Sun, Moon 
and other planets, comprise our solar system. 

If these sightings had been made only during the War with 
Japan, when Japan was sending their deadly balloons across the 
Pacific to our West Coast, we could lay the flying saucer dilemma 
to war phobia, optical illusion, or general fear. But when these 
objects 1n the sky have been 1n mass formation and flight almost 
three years after cessation of hostilities - no wonder the major 
newspapers, periodicals and magazines have devoted millions of 
dollars worth of space trying to arrive at a satisfactory explan
ation of the flying discs. 

JULY OF 1952 I WAS preparing a talk dealing with the con
troversial flying saucers. I was seeking the best scientific 
knowledge. I thought of Dr. Einstein, but again thought it futile 
to write such a prominent scientist. 

At long last, I have learned that the only sure way to get 
needed information and material is to go to the very top author
ity. I could never understand telling some secretary my problem, 
only to have the secretary answer with a silly grin: "Well he is 
busy for the day " or "Will ·be back next week" when you know full 
well that he is sitting just inside the door. (Cont.) 
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MY OPINIONS ON FLYING SAUCERS 

So I went to the top. I wrote to Prof. Einstein, Advanced 
Study of Higher Mathematics, Princeton University. July 23rd, '52, 
I received an air mall letter, on Dr. Einstein's own letter head, 
and signature, verifying that those people saw something. or 
course I -regarded it quite an honor and privilege to receive any 
kind of answer from such a renowned and eminent scientist as Dr. 
Einstein. 

Here are the exact excerpts or the questionnaire ·I sent Dr. 
Einstein: "Do they originate 1n outer space?" "Do they come from 
other worlds, such as Mars or Venus?" "Do they come from our 
military �ivals? " "Are they the product of our own Air Force ex
periment? 

HERE IS DR. EINSTEIN'S letter to me, • letter that was 
printed perhaps in the newspapers of every civilized city and town 
'n the world. Co}umbia Broadcasting System's television show, 

It's News To Me, thought the Einstein letter of such interest 
that they used it on their entire television hookup, including 
Los Angeles, California, which was viewed by millions of TV fans. 
Here 1s the Professor's thoughts on the subject of flying saucers: 

"July 23, 1952 
"Dear Sir: 

Those people have seen something. 
What they saw I do not know and I am not 
curious to know. "Sincerely yours, 

"Albert Einstein 
"Mr. Louis A. Gardner 
911 West 7th Place 
Los Angeles 14, Cal. " 

AUGUST 1ST, 1952, I WAS walking along Broadway 1n downtown 
Los Angeles, with an associate of mine, Miss Frances Coyne, who 
1s associated in the Gardner Evangelistic Crusade. I was telling 
her about the Einstein letter, and the publicity that the tele
vision, radio and newspapers were giving the subject, when I hap
pened to look up at the moon, and near it I saw what appeared to 
be a huge red ball. I called it to the attention of those on the 
street. It see�d to linger near the moon and then just move 
back 1n the depths of space. I was reluctant to call the press, 
because of the publicity I got earlier that week, when I asked but 
didn't get an explanation on the flying saucers from Dr. Einstein. 
However what I saw was so real, that in about five minutes I 
called the newspapers to report what I had seen. And sure enough 
five minutes before my report a young amateur astronomer, Frank 
Acuna, saw the same object as he was studying the moon through 
his telescope at the same place at the same time 8: 15 p.m. 

GEOR:;.E W. VAN TASSEL, author or the book "I Rode a Flying 
Saucer" �tl.OO), claims to have received the following message from "Ashtar, the saucers' leader on Sept. 6th on convention: "I, speak
ing for our confederation, do extend grateful appreciation to those 
whose foresight and developement has given them the courage to have 
a convention among the doubters. " 
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COMMENTS ON THE CONVENTION 

By GEORGE ADAMSKI 

THE FIRST FLYING SAUCER CONVENTION was excellent proof of 
the interest in the minds of the people regarding the presence 
of other world craft moving through our atmosphere. Actually, 
this event is no more mysterious than our planes moving over Africa, 
South America, the Arctic, Antarctic or any other country in this 
world of ours. For can you imagine the amazement and fright which 
the natives of such countries experienced when the first Earth 
planes passed over their heads? It must have been even more 
amazing to them because of the terrific noise that Earth craft 
make, than the moving of space craft over our heads, for they are 
silent. But because we may not have a thorough understanding of 
them, and because we have always been taught that interplanetary 
travel was impossible because of the great distances between our 
planet and others, and especially because we have been taught that 
it was impossible for other humans to live on any of our closest 
planetary neighbors, we make them out to be very mysterious. 

As I said at the Convention and I staunchly maintain, these 
craft are as mechanical and material as our own airplanes, and the 
men within them are as mortal beings as we on Earth are. I have 
seen and talked with these people and they are far more friendly 
than most Earthlings toward·etrangers. Nor are they any different 
than ourselves. · In fact, there were several present in the Hol
lywood Hotel during the Convention and they were not recognized 
as other than Earth people. I talked with them and they identified 
themselves to me, although others standing around talking with me 
and listening to me were not aware that these men and women were 
from other worlds. That is how nearly they are like us. 

B O O K  RE V I EW S 

By MAX B. MILLER 

"FLYING. SAUCERS HAVE LANDED" by 
Desmond Leslie and George Adamski (Brit
ish Book Centre: 13.50): 

This is a rather unusual book to 
say the least. Desmond Lealie wrote 
the first part of the book which com
prises about two-thirds of the text. 
He tries to convince the skeptics that 
flying saucers do exist and he attacks 
Dr. Menzel and his temperature inver
sion theories most enthusiastically. 
This is poseibily the first book to 
come out with the occult side of the 
discs in the foreground. The following 
are a tew of Lealie's chapters in the 
book: The Flying Saucer Museum," "Sau
cers in Atlantis," and "The First Space 
Ship on Record" among others. Desmond 
Leslie has done a remarkable amount of 
research on the discs which should not 
go on unnoticed. 
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THIS PHOTOGRAPH was taken some
time in early 1953 by Manuel 

Weltman of Venice, Calif., at 
night with time exposure. Since 
Mr. Weltman did not see object, 
he claims he does not know what 
it could be. 

BOOK REVIEWS (Cont.) 

George Adamski's portion of the book is world ehaking in pro
portion: it all depends on how you look at it. He claims to have 
had two contacts with the saucer occupants in 195�. "FLYING SAUCERS 
HAVE LANDED" contains a number of Adamski's startling photographs 
of the discs (there are 13 plates in all) including photo-stats of 
affidavits by six witnesses who claim hie meeting with a man from 
another world on November 20th, 1952, is authentic. 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that an excellent book 
of this type does not come out very often. It should be in the 
hands of all flying.saucer collectors. 

* * * 

"FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE" by Major Donald E. Keyhoe 
(Henry Holt & Co.: $3.00): 

Major Keyhoe is well known to ail saucer fans for his many 
articles which have appeared in "TRUE magazine and his former book, 
"THE FLYING SAUCERS ARE REAL." He is recognized as one of the lead
ing civilian authorities on aerial phenomena. 

Keyhoe quotes official government sightings and findings, and 
flatly states that the flying saucers are of interplanetary origin. 
A total of five countries, outside of the United States, he claims, 
are now investigating these mysterious aerial objects: Canada, Eng
land, France, Norway, and Sweden. 

Furthermore, as the review of "FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE" 
in the Los Angeles MIRROR states: "He (Keyhoe) thoroughly and con
vincingly cracks Dr. Donald H. Menzel's temperature inversion theories 
as a basis for saucer eightings which were widely publicized last 
year. 

The last thin� that can be said about the book ie that it is 
a MUST for everyone. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE - For the benefit of our readers, the two books 
listed above may be obtained through this orgab1zation at the 
price listed. An additional charge of 25¢ per book forpostagj 
and handling will be appreciated, although it is not comp.ilsory. 

OPEN LETTER TO ALL SAUCER INVESTIGATORS 

By GEORGE H. WILLIAMSON* 

" 
THIS LETTER IS FOR YOU to read if you're one of the "crack

pots who claims to have seen a flying saucer, or at least who 
1aye he's �ntereeted in same! Strangely enough, the number of 

crackpots is steadily and rapidlr. growing, numbering well-known 
men and women in the ranks of the 'believers." The purpose of this 
letter is not to diseuse the fascinating "discs," but to have a 
heart-to-heart talk with you fellow "screwballs." 

Max Miller and others were kind enough to invite me to attend 
the recent Convention; but I was unable to attend. For once, "bring-
ing in the bacon overcame my desire for saucer1sm. (Cont.) 

* George H. Williamson is co-author of the forthcoming book, "THE 
SAUCERS SPEAK." Readers may send us advance orders for the book 
which will be out shortly. Price: $2.00 paper back, $2.50 cloth bound. 
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South America, the Arctic, Antarctic or any other country in this 
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the natives of such countries experienced when the first Earth 
planes passed over their heads? It must have been even more 
amazing to them because of the terrific noise that Earth craft 
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silent. But because we may not have a thorough understanding of 
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it was impossible for other humans to live on any of our closest 
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as other than Earth people. I talked with them and they identified 
themselves to me, although others standing around talking with me 
and listening to me were not aware that these men and women were 
from other worlds. That is how nearly they are like us. 

B O O K  RE V I EW S 

By MAX B. MILLER 

"FLYING. SAUCERS HAVE LANDED" by 
Desmond Leslie and George Adamski (Brit
ish Book Centre: 13.50): 

This is a rather unusual book to 
say the least. Desmond Lealie wrote 
the first part of the book which com
prises about two-thirds of the text. 
He tries to convince the skeptics that 
flying saucers do exist and he attacks 
Dr. Menzel and his temperature inver
sion theories most enthusiastically. 
This is poseibily the first book to 
come out with the occult side of the 
discs in the foreground. The following 
are a tew of Lealie's chapters in the 
book: The Flying Saucer Museum," "Sau
cers in Atlantis," and "The First Space 
Ship on Record" among others. Desmond 
Leslie has done a remarkable amount of 
research on the discs which should not 
go on unnoticed. 
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THIS PHOTOGRAPH was taken some
time in early 1953 by Manuel 

Weltman of Venice, Calif., at 
night with time exposure. Since 
Mr. Weltman did not see object, 
he claims he does not know what 
it could be. 

BOOK REVIEWS (Cont.) 

George Adamski's portion of the book is world ehaking in pro
portion: it all depends on how you look at it. He claims to have 
had two contacts with the saucer occupants in 195�. "FLYING SAUCERS 
HAVE LANDED" contains a number of Adamski's startling photographs 
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affidavits by six witnesses who claim hie meeting with a man from 
another world on November 20th, 1952, is authentic. 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that an excellent book 
of this type does not come out very often. It should be in the 
hands of all flying.saucer collectors. 

* * * 

"FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE" by Major Donald E. Keyhoe 
(Henry Holt & Co.: $3.00): 

Major Keyhoe is well known to ail saucer fans for his many 
articles which have appeared in "TRUE magazine and his former book, 
"THE FLYING SAUCERS ARE REAL." He is recognized as one of the lead
ing civilian authorities on aerial phenomena. 

Keyhoe quotes official government sightings and findings, and 
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A total of five countries, outside of the United States, he claims, 
are now investigating these mysterious aerial objects: Canada, Eng
land, France, Norway, and Sweden. 

Furthermore, as the review of "FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE" 
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vincingly cracks Dr. Donald H. Menzel's temperature inversion theories 
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year. 
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a MUST for everyone. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE - For the benefit of our readers, the two books 
listed above may be obtained through this orgab1zation at the 
price listed. An additional charge of 25¢ per book forpostagj 
and handling will be appreciated, although it is not comp.ilsory. 

OPEN LETTER TO ALL SAUCER INVESTIGATORS 

By GEORGE H. WILLIAMSON* 

" 
THIS LETTER IS FOR YOU to read if you're one of the "crack

pots who claims to have seen a flying saucer, or at least who 
1aye he's �ntereeted in same! Strangely enough, the number of 

crackpots is steadily and rapidlr. growing, numbering well-known 
men and women in the ranks of the 'believers." The purpose of this 
letter is not to diseuse the fascinating "discs," but to have a 
heart-to-heart talk with you fellow "screwballs." 

Max Miller and others were kind enough to invite me to attend 
the recent Convention; but I was unable to attend. For once, "bring-
ing in the bacon overcame my desire for saucer1sm. (Cont.) 

* George H. Williamson is co-author of the forthcoming book, "THE 
SAUCERS SPEAK." Readers may send us advance orders for the book 
which will be out shortly. Price: $2.00 paper back, $2.50 cloth bound. 
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OPEN LETTER TO ALL SAUCER INVESTIGATORS 

However, I really wanted to be there because Max and many others have 
gone a long way to get all of us together. I have heard tape record
ings of the speeches and have talked personally with several who were 
present at the Convention. So, I feel as though I was just a "little 
mouse" looking on, after all. 

I know some of you have heard of our group here in Northern 
Arizona. We're the ones who are "crazy" enough to claim we've talked 
to spacemen by radiotelegraphy! As all of you know, this "saucer" 
business is really BIG BUSINESS! If it were just the fact that Mar
tians or Jovians were about one hundred years ahead of us in space 
travel and were coming down to Earth for a look-see, th& t fao..t.- !-teelf ·,; 

would be quite startling and unbelievable to the general public. How
ever, this ie NOT the case • • •  this saucer phenomena will directly af-
fect our� xay of life! · 

I spent some time on the Coast during,December of last year 
and January of this year. During that time I met almost all of you. 
You're a great bunch • • •  everyone of you, without exception is sincere
ly and intensely interested in this great drama unfolding before our 
20th Century eyes! It's good to be alive at this time! There's no 
ouestion of hoaxing • • •  none of you are fathering hoaxes, because I 
believe you know what majesty you're dealing with! 

I MENTION THE FACT THAT I've met most of you and followed you 
through your books and press notices (not always favorable, but non
damaging never-the-less) because I feel I'm fitted to look on the 
entire matter rather objectively from my moutain top here in Prescott. 

Then I received news of the Convention • • •  when all of you (nearly 
all) got together. That was really something! All of you, without 
exception, have something wonderfUl to offer. So wh� call each other 
liars and frauds? If the people interested in this saucer" phen-

· 

omena can't get together and act like brothers and put ·out a little 
of this brotherly love everyone is talking about, how can we expect 
the world to embrace the glorious New Age the saucerh are supposed 
to usher in? 

Brotherly love isn't a golden calf for us to fall down and wor
ship, it's a practical, workable thing we should try to live every 
moment of our waking life. The saucer intelligences will work with 
anyone willing to work • • •  but they avoid dissention like the plague. 
And right now, you're all at each other's throats! And now, I'm go
ing to get rough ••• because I've heard these statements (and others 
unprintable) mentioned in your various meetings. 

GEORGE ADAMSKI HAS TAKEN some terrific pictures. But someone 
saw him having a cool, refreshin� beer one after noon on a hot day, 'I 
so he irnmedtately,becomes a "sot and therefore, unable to photograph 
space craft. Don t throw stones • • •  don't judge! Let's believe in 
each other, for in unity-there's strength • • •  and we're getting stronger �� 
by the minute! Let's not concern ourselves with whether Adamski's pic-

I tures are tact or fiction • • •  truth ie powerful by itself and t�leity 
is short-lived. These matters will weed themselves out. Others have 
been accused, George Van Tassel amongst them, of being psychic fanatics. 
Meade Layn� ot,BSRA has also been accused of being duped by "etheric 
creatures. I ve read all of their material, and they're saying the 
same thing as you boys who say the spacemen are physical bein�s who 
bleed blood! After all, what does the word UbY� mean? I m sure 
we don't know what's solid and what isn'tt� Now we know that what we 
used to fondly call "empty space" is not 'empty" after all! So you 
go on losing sight of the goal and debate over this childish physic-
al-spiritual question! (Cont.) 
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OPEN LETTER TO ALL SAUCER INVESTIGATORS 

THE GREAT THING, I BELIEVE, is that you are all getting prac
tically the same information, whether it's through radiotelegraphy 
with a "ham" operator or radioned to you in a meditat1'on perl od. The 
human-being is a far better receiving set than the radio equipment. 
The saucer intelligences will use that which is available and usable. 
Some of you who have never met or even heard of each other receive 
almost identical information. Don't you realize that this is the 
GREAT PROOF of the entire matter! This is tangible, it can be dem
onstrated and proved beyond the shadow of a Pentagonian doubt! 

You are all receiving TRUTH, no matter what the medium for 
your information. It is only error when man-made interpretations of 
these experiences creep in. You all interpret your own material. 
I repeat • • •  YOU ARE ALL SAYING THE SAME THING • • • you might use differ
ent word.s and terminology, but it's still the same identical thing! 

Remember, we must have the spiritual with the physical. Sin
cere, honest psychics nave a part in this drama as well as those of 
us who hf.ve �ad contact through personal experiences in the desert 
or in a ham shack. 

And here's another tact that is overlooked and most imnortant! 
So many people believe that the "saucers" are ALL OF THE SAME ORIGIN 
They say Mars, or Ether, etc. and that's that! This is NOT the case: 
We are dealing first of all with beings in our own Solar System. In 
this System there are different degrees of progression and attainment 
and we on Earth find ourselves on the bottom of the list. However, 
we are also dealing with human-beings of other systems (many other 
systems) and some Of these are even millions of years ahead of us. 
Here in Arizona we have been in contact with physical (as we know it) 
beings of our own planetary neighbors in this system. This is what 
Adamski is talking about. Others have been in contact through tele
pathy (ESP) with more highly advanced,beings of far away systems. 
Some of them are so advanced they don t even need apace craft to travel 
throughout the universe! After all, is everything outside of Earth 
IDENTICAL, and are we the only variation in Creation? Of course not! 
We are being visited by many different types of fellow human beings 
in different stages of advancement. 

I see NOTHING contradictory in your different theories; at least 
not when you really analyze the things you boys have said and written. 
There can be beings on Mars and Venus as Adamski and some of the rest 
�f us have s�id ••• there can also be beings inhabiting so-called 

empty space as others have said. 

WHY �RGUE THE FACTS? We know we're pretty stupid down here on 
Earth, let s stand in the light we do posses and face the situation 
like good little Earthmen • • •  not like a bunch of imbeciles tearing 
each other apart and calling �ach other frauds a hoaxers. Let � 
eliminate that which is false. For thousands of years we have been 
looking to men • • •  we idolize them and follow them to the very gates 
of Hell, or we purge them and crucify them! Who cares whether some
one is telling the truth or not? Who cares if someone drinks a little 
beer now and then • • •  we are all sinners and we know it whether we want 
to admit it or not! LET'S NOT LOOK TO MEN. What men APPEAR to BE 
has nothing to do,with what they AaY · Let's give everyone a fair hear
ing,and if we can t force or choke down a feeling a brotherly love, 
let s at least keep our thoughts to ourselves until we are SURE! 

When is hate going to end if we constantly meet it with more 
hate? We have the greatest opportunity to do good on this pitiful 
pla�et than we've had in centuriee • • •  tet'e take advantage of it • • •  
let s get our eyes off each other (we re nothing to look at anyway), 

(Cont. page 12) 
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S H 0 R T S H 0 T S 

CONDUCTEO IIY 

NEAL KEARNEY * 

** 
ON SEPTEMBER 26TH, 195,, A SUISC�IIE� IN ONTA�II, 

CALIFO�NIA W�OTE: •DAY IEFO�E YESTE�DAY FOU� At�C�AFT 
WO�KE�S HE�E IN 0NTA�II SAW A CIIA�·SHA�ED OIJECT A��
A�ENTLY FALLINI END OVE� END. THEY WATCHED IT, THINK• 
INI A �LANE HAD JETTISONED A S�A�E lAS TANKe WHILE 
STILL HIIH IN (THE) AI� IT STI��ED FALLINI, IECAME CI�
CULA� AND FAINTLY LUMINOUS AND ST�EAKED NO�THWA�D �T 
SUCH S�EED IT WAS OUT OF SIIH� IN SECONDs.• 

* * * 

THE FOLLOWING IS QUOTED F�OM THE AuausT 195' (VoL. 
•, No. 2) 1ssuE oF •FLYING SAUCERs• (oFFICIAL �uaLacATieN 
OF THE CIVILIAN SAUCE� INVESTIIATIIN OF NEW ZEALAND): 
•THE AusT�ALIAN FLYtNI SAucE� INVESTIIATtoN CoMMITTEE tN 
MELIOU�NE IN JUNE 1, 195,, ANNOUNCED THAT, AFTE� TH�EE 
MINTHS' STUDY, IT HAD FO�MED THE CONCLUSION THAT 1SOME Sl• 
CALLED FLYINI SAUCE�S A�E �EAL OIJECTS, AND A�E NOT CAUSED 
IY WETEO�S, HALLUCINATIONS, 0� ANY ATMOS�HE�IC F�EAKS.' 
(CU��ENTLY, THE COMMITTEE CONSISTS OF TWELVE MEMIE�S, INC

LUOINI TWO INOUST�IAL CHEMISTS, AN ELE·T�ONIC ENGINEE�) 
AND FIVE AST�ONOME�S. Two MEMIE�S A�E WOMEN.)• 

* * * 

A PHYSICIST ENGAGED IN TO� SEC�ET �OCKET DESIIN FO� 
THE IOVE�NMENTj A I�ADUATE OF No�THWESTE�N UNtVE�SITY WITH 
A PH. 0. IN �HYSICS AND ANOTHE� IN AST�ONOMY, ALTHOUIH 
Ex��EssiNI MucH o1s1ELIEF IN THE aooK •sEHtND THE FLYING 
SAUCERs• aY F�ANK ScuLLY, w�ITEs (ArTE� wE QuEftiED HIM eN 
THE SUiJECT): •HIWEVEft, IN STU.YINI HIS (SCULLY'S) WO�K 
I �ECEIVED QUITE A JOLT WHEN HE DEALS WITH THE THEO�Y OF 

MA&NETIC ��O�ULSIONl SIMEONE, OIVIOUSLY A SCIENTIST, 
INADVE�TENTLY LET SLI� A SUIJECT CLASSIFIED IY THE AIN 
Fo�cE. As A NESULT, ScuLLY CAME u� WITH A IEM. SoME 
NESEA�CH ON �AlES 1,8, 1�9 AND 156 OF HIS IIOOK WILL liVE 
YOU A MINO� INSIIHT INTO CLASSIFIED MATE�IAL. 

•wE IIELIEVE WITH SMALL INSTANCE OF. DOUIT THAT MAl• 
NETIC ��O�ULSION IS THE SEC�ET. IT IS �ftACTICALLY CE�T
AIN THAT FLYINI DISCS AftE NOT &LAST �ftO�ELLEDe THEift 
SMALL SIZE AND �HENOMENAL COftNEftiNG AT HI8H SPEEDS ALL 
aUT �ROVES THIS. • 

* 
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AUGUST GILGES (ouR GE�MAN NEPftESENTATtvE) T�ANSL
ATED THE FOLLOWING F�OM A MAGAZINE ����TED IN GE�MAN. 
••ts IT �osSIELE THAT MEN oF OTHE� STA�s COME TO SEE us?' 
A RUSSIAN SCIENTIST NAMED KASANZEW SAYS: 'Fo�TY YEANS A&O 
INHABITANTS OF ANOTHEN STA� CAME INTO THE ATMOS�HE�E OF 
THE EA�TH. IT WAS THOUIHT TO BE A 61.ANTIC METEOfte 
REALLY THEIN S�ACE SHI� HAS FALLEN DOWN IN StiE�IA BE
TWEEN LENA AND JENISSEI ON THE '0TH JUNE, 1908. IT CAUSED 
TE��IiLE DEST�UCTION. SOME EX�EOITIONS TNIED IN VAIN TO 
&ET TO THE CENTE� OF THE OESTNUCTION. WE THI�K THAT THII 
QUESTION WILL liE ANSWE�ED WHEN THE �EMAINS OF THE ��OJ• 
ECTILE HAVE iEEN FOUND.'• 

* * * 

A MAQUOKETA, IOWA COU�LE WHILE D�IVINI ON A SMALL 
COUNT�Y �oA• SUNDAY, S�ET. 27, AT 4 P.M. IISE�VE• A LA�IE 
CI�CULA� DISC AIIOVE THE T�EE•TI�S SOUTH WEST OF TOWN. 
WHEN AN ATTEM�T WAS WADE TO lET A CLOSE� VIEW THE IIJECT 
STaEAKED AWAY AT A �A�ID �ATE OF S�EEO. THE DISC WAS 
TILTEO AT AN ANILE OF 45 DEI�EES AND WHAT A��EA�ED TO liE 
A DOME WAS CLEA�LY VISIILE 

* * * 

* Neal Kearney is editor of " T HE ROUNDHOUSE" (official nublica
tion of the Cup & Saucer Club of Maouoketa, Iowa), an excellent 
periodical devoted to fliing saucers. For additional information, 
write: Neal Kearney, RR ''' Maouoketa, Iowa. 
** An account of this remarkable sighting can be found in the Sept. 
22, 1953, edition of the Ontario (California) DAILY REPORT. 

L A T E  N EWS 

T HE FOLLOWING IS FROM the October 1953 issue of "THE ROUND
HOUSE": "Jeron King Criswell has predicted that the government 
will make an official announcement on the existence of flying sau
cers on December 10, 1953. He previously said we would have space 
travel by 1963 because of the captured flying discs. It has been 
stated that he predicted Stalin's death and the Korean truce far 
in advance." 

* * * 

BESSIE T .  ARTHUR, B. A ., taught for four consecutive years 
in the Los Angeles Public Schools and is now lecturing on the Great 
Pyramid. She related at the recent Convention that the leader of 
Space a�aft from the planet Clarion "could speftk with us 'Ear�h 
people' without any possible misvnderstanding, and that the Clar
ions" on some occasions used an observation type craft," but had 
many kinds. 

Mrs. Arthur added: "All Space Visitors' missions are friendly 
to Earth and are even on its behalf. Consequently, the facts that 
they have told us had best be used.only in constructive ways so as 
to be beneficial to all concerned. 
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CALLED FLYINI SAUCE�S A�E �EAL OIJECTS, AND A�E NOT CAUSED 
IY WETEO�S, HALLUCINATIONS, 0� ANY ATMOS�HE�IC F�EAKS.' 
(CU��ENTLY, THE COMMITTEE CONSISTS OF TWELVE MEMIE�S, INC

LUOINI TWO INOUST�IAL CHEMISTS, AN ELE·T�ONIC ENGINEE�) 
AND FIVE AST�ONOME�S. Two MEMIE�S A�E WOMEN.)• 

* * * 

A PHYSICIST ENGAGED IN TO� SEC�ET �OCKET DESIIN FO� 
THE IOVE�NMENTj A I�ADUATE OF No�THWESTE�N UNtVE�SITY WITH 
A PH. 0. IN �HYSICS AND ANOTHE� IN AST�ONOMY, ALTHOUIH 
Ex��EssiNI MucH o1s1ELIEF IN THE aooK •sEHtND THE FLYING 
SAUCERs• aY F�ANK ScuLLY, w�ITEs (ArTE� wE QuEftiED HIM eN 
THE SUiJECT): •HIWEVEft, IN STU.YINI HIS (SCULLY'S) WO�K 
I �ECEIVED QUITE A JOLT WHEN HE DEALS WITH THE THEO�Y OF 

MA&NETIC ��O�ULSIONl SIMEONE, OIVIOUSLY A SCIENTIST, 
INADVE�TENTLY LET SLI� A SUIJECT CLASSIFIED IY THE AIN 
Fo�cE. As A NESULT, ScuLLY CAME u� WITH A IEM. SoME 
NESEA�CH ON �AlES 1,8, 1�9 AND 156 OF HIS IIOOK WILL liVE 
YOU A MINO� INSIIHT INTO CLASSIFIED MATE�IAL. 

•wE IIELIEVE WITH SMALL INSTANCE OF. DOUIT THAT MAl• 
NETIC ��O�ULSION IS THE SEC�ET. IT IS �ftACTICALLY CE�T
AIN THAT FLYINI DISCS AftE NOT &LAST �ftO�ELLEDe THEift 
SMALL SIZE AND �HENOMENAL COftNEftiNG AT HI8H SPEEDS ALL 
aUT �ROVES THIS. • 

* 
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AUGUST GILGES (ouR GE�MAN NEPftESENTATtvE) T�ANSL
ATED THE FOLLOWING F�OM A MAGAZINE ����TED IN GE�MAN. 
••ts IT �osSIELE THAT MEN oF OTHE� STA�s COME TO SEE us?' 
A RUSSIAN SCIENTIST NAMED KASANZEW SAYS: 'Fo�TY YEANS A&O 
INHABITANTS OF ANOTHEN STA� CAME INTO THE ATMOS�HE�E OF 
THE EA�TH. IT WAS THOUIHT TO BE A 61.ANTIC METEOfte 
REALLY THEIN S�ACE SHI� HAS FALLEN DOWN IN StiE�IA BE
TWEEN LENA AND JENISSEI ON THE '0TH JUNE, 1908. IT CAUSED 
TE��IiLE DEST�UCTION. SOME EX�EOITIONS TNIED IN VAIN TO 
&ET TO THE CENTE� OF THE OESTNUCTION. WE THI�K THAT THII 
QUESTION WILL liE ANSWE�ED WHEN THE �EMAINS OF THE ��OJ• 
ECTILE HAVE iEEN FOUND.'• 

* * * 

A MAQUOKETA, IOWA COU�LE WHILE D�IVINI ON A SMALL 
COUNT�Y �oA• SUNDAY, S�ET. 27, AT 4 P.M. IISE�VE• A LA�IE 
CI�CULA� DISC AIIOVE THE T�EE•TI�S SOUTH WEST OF TOWN. 
WHEN AN ATTEM�T WAS WADE TO lET A CLOSE� VIEW THE IIJECT 
STaEAKED AWAY AT A �A�ID �ATE OF S�EEO. THE DISC WAS 
TILTEO AT AN ANILE OF 45 DEI�EES AND WHAT A��EA�ED TO liE 
A DOME WAS CLEA�LY VISIILE 

* * * 

* Neal Kearney is editor of " T HE ROUNDHOUSE" (official nublica
tion of the Cup & Saucer Club of Maouoketa, Iowa), an excellent 
periodical devoted to fliing saucers. For additional information, 
write: Neal Kearney, RR ''' Maouoketa, Iowa. 
** An account of this remarkable sighting can be found in the Sept. 
22, 1953, edition of the Ontario (California) DAILY REPORT. 

L A T E  N EWS 

T HE FOLLOWING IS FROM the October 1953 issue of "THE ROUND
HOUSE": "Jeron King Criswell has predicted that the government 
will make an official announcement on the existence of flying sau
cers on December 10, 1953. He previously said we would have space 
travel by 1963 because of the captured flying discs. It has been 
stated that he predicted Stalin's death and the Korean truce far 
in advance." 

* * * 

BESSIE T .  ARTHUR, B. A ., taught for four consecutive years 
in the Los Angeles Public Schools and is now lecturing on the Great 
Pyramid. She related at the recent Convention that the leader of 
Space a�aft from the planet Clarion "could speftk with us 'Ear�h 
people' without any possible misvnderstanding, and that the Clar
ions" on some occasions used an observation type craft," but had 
many kinds. 

Mrs. Arthur added: "All Space Visitors' missions are friendly 
to Earth and are even on its behalf. Consequently, the facts that 
they have told us had best be used.only in constructive ways so as 
to be beneficial to all concerned. 
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OPEN LETTER TO ALL SAUCER INVESTIGATORS (Cont. ) 

get them off the sordid ways of Earth and look up to something 
far bigger and better. HE will guide us as HE has promised. 

In short1 let's quit the name-calling and simply LOVE one 
another • • •  that s all that's necessary to olean up the general 
mess the world's in • • •  let it start with us! It might grow and 
oatoh on like wild-fire; but all this name-calling will grow too 
and will develop into a gigantic Frankenstein that will surely 
destroy us. 

MAY OUR INFINITE FATHER guide each and every one of us 
and grant us humility that we will not be cast down with those 
who would axalt themself. 

* * * 

Our deepest regards and best wishes to all of you • • •  

you're a grand bunch of guys! 

September 9, 1953 

* * * 

Flying Saucers International 
P. 0. Box 34, Preuss Station 
Los Angeles 35, California 

Return Postage Guarenteed 
Printed Matter Only 

* 

GEORGE H. WILLIAMSON & Co-Workers 
Prescott, Arizona 
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* * * * 

REVELATION, 21:1: "And I saw a new heaven and a new tarth: 
for the first heaven and first earth were passed away • • •  

* 


